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Michaela Tinker

From: HBRC <no-reply@wufoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 17 February 2021 5:01 pm
To: Michaela Tinker
Cc: martinlj@hdc.govt.nz
Subject: HBRC - Notified Consent Omarunui Landfill  [#13]

Which 

consent 

does your 

submission 

relate to: *  

 APP-125003 

Person 

Making the 

Submission 

*  

Alice Hughes  

Associated 

Organisation 

(of 

applicable)  

Ngāti Pārau Hapū Trust 

Address *   
715 Collinge Road  

Hastings, Hawke's Bay 4122  

New Zealand  

Phone 

Number *  

06 871 0059  

Mobile 

Number  

027 496 3838  

Email *  ngatipaarau@gmail.com  

Are you a 

trade 

competitor 

No 
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for the 

purposes of 

section 

308B of the 

RMA 1991 *  

IF YES: Are 

you directly 

affected by 

an effect of 

the 

proposed 

activity that 

adversely 

effects the 

environment 

and does 

not relate 

to, or the 

effects of 

trade 

competition 

*  

No 

*  I/We oppose the above application 

The specific 

parts of the 

application 

that my 

submission 

relates to 

are (please 

enter the 

relevant 

number)  

AUTH-122021-02 

AUTH-113990-04 

AUTH-125046-01 

AUTH-125114-01 

AUTH-125115-01 

AUTH-125116-01 
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My submission is: (you may attach submission detail to this form) 

* Include the reasons for your views  

The hapū of Ngāti Pārau have resided in the shadow of Ōtātara Pā and adjacent to the Tūtaekurī River for over 600 

years. The hapū has particular concerns regarding the diversion and discharge of groundwater and stormwater 

treatment pond water into the Upokohino River. The concern is founded in the fact the Upokohino Stream flows into 

the Tūtaekurī River which is under pressure due to upriver sediment, low river flow, and contamination. 

The additional discharge of contaminants into the air with the extension of Area B is of concern to local residents. The 

community of Waiohiki has expanded with several new papakāinga in the area. The area now permanently houses 

approximately 700 residents and containing young and aged people. Wind drift of these contaminants in the air may 

affect these two vulnerable age groups in our community.  

The overuse of the landfill site by residents of the Hastings District and Napier City Councils. There has been a huge 

increase since 2020 in the volume of waste taken to the site. Local residents have also noted the increase of trucks 

which are sign written with businesses from outside both council boundaries.  

I wish to be 

heard in 

support of 

my 

submission 

*  

Yes 

If others 

make a 

similar 

submission, 

I will 

consider 

presenting a 

joint case 

with them at 

the hearing 

*  

Yes 

I wish to 

attend any 

pre-hearing 

Yes 
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meeting that 

may be 

convened. *  

 


